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DEJA SALVADOR 

 
 
Product Information: 
 

Name DEJA SALVADOR 

Technical Description Water Based Decorative Coating 
Color Dependent 
State Liquid 

 
PACKAGING: 1Kg, 2.5Kg, 20Kg 
CONSUMPTION RATE: 150 – 200 (g/m2) 
RECOMMENDED COATING AMOUNT: 1-2 Coats 
STORAGE: Can be stored up to 1 year in dry places. 
Must be kept away from freezing and direct sunlight. 
 
DESCRIPTION: A silky grainy decorative coating consisting of premium metallic pigments 
with a pearlescent finish, produced with a modified acrylic based polymer emulsion. 
APPLICATION AREAS: Applicable to surfaces of rough plaster, concrete mineral surfaces, 
gypsum plaster, gypsum board, plywood and old painted surfaces. 
SURFACE PREPARATION: Dirty, dusty and loose textured surfaces should be cleaned. 
Cleaning should continue until the surface salts are removed. On old painted and new 
painted surfaces, a coat of DEJA Decorative primer should be used beforehand. 
APPLICATION: After the primer application, this product is applied as a single coat on the 
surface, without diluting, with a wooden brush; apply the desired effect with circular / 
straight movements with the help of brush before the surface is dry. 
DRYING TIME: At 23°C, touch dry time is 24 hours. Full drying time is between 48-72 hours. 
CONSUMPTION RATE: Depending on the surface structure, the theoretical consumption 
rate for a single coat application of a 1 m² area is 150-200 gr. 
VOC limits (according to Dz.U. 07.11.72 Cat. A/c/FW):  Permssible 
SAFETY WARNINGS: R20-21-22: Harmful by inhalation, in contact with skin and if 
swallowed. S2: Keep out of the reach of children. S24-25: Keep away from contact with skin 
and eyes. S26: In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and 
seek medical advice P501: Dispose of contents/container to waste separation bins present 
in your area. 
 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 
Please refer to the MSDS. 
Any further questions please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Please be aware: The data contained in this document is grounded on our present-day understanding and practice. 

This datasheet does not suggest any guarantee of certain properties, or the fitness of the product for a purpose. Any 

measured value given may change without former notice and does not comprise of the agreed quality of the 

product. Considering elements that could alter the application of the product, this data does not dismiss from 

carrying out a personal investigation and examination, to insure the quality of the product. It is the responsibility of 

the receiver of our products to guarantee that any exclusive rights, law and decree is observed. 
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